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Board hikes
fall fee costs
12.3 percent
among those same 11 schools
was a 4 percent increase. The
difference amounted to a $1.8
million loss of subsidies for the
As a result of the May meeting
University.
Another reason for the tuition
of the University's Board of
increase is to make faculty saTrustees, tuition will rise again.
The board unanimously voted to
laries as competitive as possible
increase tuition this fall by 12.3
with other state universities.
Currently, faculty salaries at
percent.
This is the highest increase of
the University are 6 percent less
than the average faculty salarany of the state schools that
have so far increased their tuiies at other public universities in
Ohio.
tion.
Beginning in the fall, the cost
According to University offiof a year for an Ohio undergradcials, the primary reason for
uate residing on campus will
such a small state subsidy inKmp from $4,312 to (4,690, an crease is the state-mandated enrollment ceiling of 15,000 fullcrease of $378.
Of the other state schools that
time equivalent students. Behave already raised tuition, the
cause of the limit, Bowling
University of Cincinnati's tui- Green is not eligible for any subsidy increase through enrolltion increased by 12 percent;
Youngstown State University,
ment growth as the other uni11.1 percent; Ohio University, 6
versities are.
The subsidy increase is not
percent; and Akron University,
expected to get much larger in
/percent.
the next few years either. "UnThe increase is the third in two
years at the University. Last
less there is a change in the state
subsidy formula or an increase
year a 9.8 percent increase was
in the amount of money the legimplemented and a recent increase raised summer tuition 5
islature dedicates to higher education, I'm afraid that the large
percent.
The increase came about be- increases will continue," Richard Newlove, University
cause of the substantially lower
Board of Trustee member, said.
state subsidies the University
This is unlikely to happen in
will receive during the 1988-89
school year. Among the 11 com- the near future because changprehensive public universities in ing the state's subsidy formula
Ohio, this University received is not something that happens
only a 0.49 percent increase in overnight, according to Newstate subsidies. The average love.

58 votes
separate
hopefuls
by Michael Jacobs and Kralg Pyer

by Kraig Pyer
managing editor

BG News/Kralg Pyer

Working hard
University employee Jac Beaverson paints the lines on the newly resurfaced parking lot G. Lots A and G
were both surfaced and sealed at the end of the spring semester. In the background is the new addition to
the B.A Building which is scheduled to be open by the fall semester.

In the recent primary election
for the 5th District Congressional seat, Ohio Senate
President Paul Gillmor apparently won the nomination to
Congress. But, it's not over yet.
Gillmor won the election by 58
votes over Robert Latta, son of
30-year Congress veteran Delbert Latta. Rex Damschroder
finished a distant third in the
election.
With Gillmor winning by such
a narrow victory though, 28,666
votes for Gillmor and 28,606 for
Latta, a difference of only 0.1
percent, a recall vote is required
by law. A recall is required
when the margin of victory is
less than 0.5 percent.
According to a spokesperson
for the Wood County Board of
Elections, the recall is not expected to take place until
sometime during the first week
of June," because of the many
mail-in votes and the time it
takes to certify the official results.
Throughout his campaign,
Gillmor emphasized his 22 years
of experience as a state senator.
He brought out his involvement
with numerous legislative actions he was a part of including
tax cuts and increased educational spending.
Latta was vying for the seat
his father, veteran congressman
Delbert Latta, has held for 30
years.
D See Primary, page 7.

Divestment plea answered Home Ec seeks
"The committee felt it would
remove problems on campus.
However, it is realized that
Bowling Green won't affect
the entire problem of
aparthied."
-Ashel Bryan, BGSG Foundation
president

by Judi Kopp
editor

The BGSU Foundation will
divest its funds in companies doing business in South Africa, but
it does not want the issue of apartheidtodie.
Ashel Bryan, president of the
Foundation, said that although
the board decided to divest, he is
worried about keeping apartheid at the forefront of University student's minds.
"I am deeply concerned that
not keeping the matter before
the campus will cause the issue
to disappear,'' Bryan said.
"(The mission of the University is) to train and teach," he
said. "I think (as a University)
we have done a poor job educating students about key concerns.
Because of this, we asked the
administration to keep the issue
alive (by bringing speakers to
the University)."
The University has now Joined
many other universities that
have taken steps for complete
divestment, including the University of Toledo, Ohio State University and Michigan State University, according to Disraeli
Hutton, president of the Progressive Student Organization.
At its last meeting, May 10.
the BGSU Foundation voted
unanimously to divest the remaining $160,000, ending a quest
by the PSO to rid the Universi-

ty's funds of companies doing
business in South Africa.
Hutton said the PSO was following requests made by Winnie
Mandela and the Bishop Desmond Tutu, who have called for
divestment to put economic
pressures on the South African
government.
"By keeping our funds invested in South Africa, we were
continuing to give support to a
government that is punishing 3.5
million black people in South
Africa," Hutton said.
However, Bryan said the problem at the University was one of
perceptions.
"The perception of staying invested in companies (that do
business in South Africa) is one
of racism. The black community
perceived it as being racist.
Whether apartheid is bad or
good is not the debate ... aparteid is bad," he said.
The decision to divest was the

result of pressures by the Faculty Senate and President Olscamp and recommendations by
an ad hoc committee and an investment committee.
"The ad hoc committee made
several recommendations to the
Foundation, one of which was
complete divestment. The
committee felt it would remove
[iroblems on campus. However,
t is realized that Bowling Green
won't affect the entire problem
of aparthied," Bryan said.
No "target date" for total
divestmenthas been set.
"The committee recommended to sell stock of companies in South Africa. When
this process is completed, we
will announce we are no longer
doing business in South Africa,"
he said.
The Foundation is not responsible for the individual investments as it hires professional investors to keep track of

Mall has anniversary
by Brian Crowe
staff reporter

Traditionally, one-year anniversaries are symbolized by paper. The one-year anniversary of the
Woodland Mall is no different. Money is paper.
On May 13,1987 the Woodland Mall opened its
doors to Bowling Green and is now in the process of
expanding, which will bring in more money, according to Linda Peters, managing marketing director tor the mall.
Peters said she believes the mall "is well on the
road to becoming a successful shopping center."
The mall has added six new stores since its opening, but has also lost a few. Peters attributes those
losses to the lack of proper financial backing of
those stores in then-off season.
Short term objectives include construction of a
Hills department store that will begin at the end of
the month and finish the first week of November.
The mall will also provide additional tenant

»

spaces. This is the first step in fulfilling the mall's
short term goal of providing the proper mix of
stores for shoppers and filling the rest of the mall.
Joan Gordon, from the Chamber of Commerce,
said the mall has been instrumental to the city of
Bowling Green.
"I believe (the mall) has kept businesses in the
area that might have gone to Toledo. It has also
been instrumental in attracting new business (to
Bowling Green)," she said.
Long-term goals lean toward being "a community-oriented shopping mall," Peters said.
She said several activities were held last week,
during the "birthday party" that brought a "festive and very successful" atmosphere to the mall.
Several other activities are still in progress for
the anniversary celebration. Animals from the
Kline Circus will be at the mall from May 18 to
May 22 and will be available for pictures. On Saturday May 21, there will be a Baseball Card show
and the mall will also be honoring Armed Forces
Week.

'accurate' name

the money, Bryan said. This is
why a target date cannot be set.
"It will be up to the investment people, he said.
The University, as a public inCatherine Hoehn
stitution, does not accept public by
contributions and does not allow assistant mananging editor
contributors to write off donations as a tax deduction, Bryan
The home economic departexplained. The Foundation was ment has requested to change its
formed to accept contributions name to human ecology because
from corporations, industry and of the many stereotypes asscoprivate donors so they can have ciated with the present name,
deductions. The Foundation, on according to the department
the funds that are not specifical- chairwoman.
ly allocated by the donor, reDeanna Radeloff said the
Xnds to requests by individu-term home economics is associor departments for financial ated with preparing students to
help.
work in the home, out said that
Bryan said he is not sure how is not the main goal of the dethe decision will affect students partment. She said the term
and the giving of scholarships.
human ecology is a more accu"Only time will tell (how the rate term because it specifies
decision will affect the amount the relation of an organism with
of scholarships). It has been a its environment, and the home
concern, though," he said.
economics department covers a
Hutton said he is happy with broad range of fields in both the
the Foundation's decision, espe- home and working environcially because of the time PSO ments.
members put into the issue.
"Human ecology is an accu"We have worked so hard. I rate interpretation of what we'am so elated ... we persisted be- re doing, she said. "We're not
cause we felt this was the right just teaching people to cook and
thing to do," he said.
bake at their homes, but to cook
Hutton said that the PSO is and bake in a commercial setaware that the issue of aparth- Un4"
ied will not disappear and that
She:i said the home econonmics
the organization will continue to department is "a federation of
bring speakers to the University careers" versus "homemaking
to educate students about apart- for the homemaking sake." The
heid.
career possibilities include
C See Foundation, page 7. dietetics, fashion merchandis-

City suffers damage from storm;
trees ruined by rain, high winds
by Judl Kopp
fdHor

High winds ripped through
Bowling Green Sunday, much
like the winds that carried
Dorothy to the land of Oc
About 23 trees were damaged in the city of Bowling
Green along with numerous
sidewalk*, according to
Cheryl Luken, administrative
secretary of the public works
said clean-up crews

started working after the
atorm until about 11 pan. The
clean-up should be completed
by Thursday.

Mike Carson, a chemist at
the Bowling Green Waste
Water Treatment Plant, said
that winds reaching « miles
an hour were recorded at 7:51
p.m. Sunday night, and Oat
M hundredth* of an inch of
rain fed in Bowling Green.
Paula Wright, Proof hall
director, said she did not
think the storm hindered students who were moving in
Sunday night.
AboutTO percent of the residents were in and there
weren't toe many people at
Uietoadtodw^ .wsxkl.
Luken said ii is still too
early to estimate monetary
values on the damages.

ing, interior design, apparel design and children and family
services.
She said faculty members
have come to her requesting a
change of name over the past
three years. She said over 50
percent of the largest home
economics programs, such as at
Cornell University and the University of Maryland, have
already changed their names.
Radeloff said a committee
went through a "stringent and
thorough process" before choosing the term human ecology.
Faculty members as well as
students were polled to gauge
their responses. She said many
students thought that the new
name would be beneficial when
obtaining jobs because it is
"more up-to-date."
She said some men in the program approve of the name
change because they do not like
the stereotype of home economics being "women's work."
Radeloff said the request for
the department name change
must be approved by Eloise
Clark, vice president of student
affairs. A representative from
the student affairs office said
the proposal will "probably not
be considered" until later in the
summer.

INSIDE
D The Falcon's Nest and the
Union lobby are going through
renovations, see story page 3.
D A flight training program Is
open to students this summer,
see story page 6.
D Women's sottball team has
made the NCAA Midwest Regional Tournament, see story
pages.

WEATHER
Today: Partly cloudy. Highs today will be In the mid 60s and
lows In the mid 40s.

Editorial

t

May 18,1968

Limits appalling 'Barbarians' need schooling
University students are faced with yet another
fee increase as Fall semester approaches. The
cost of a semester's tuition Is being raised 12.3 percent which translates to an additional $378 for undergraduate students who are residents of Ohio.
State subsidies and comparable faculty salaries
are the primary reasons for the Increase. There is
no arguing the importance of faculty at any University, and therefore increasing salaries seems to
be the step in retaining quality educators at the Unlversity. A deficiency of even 1 percent from the
average salary level may cause instructors to opt
for different colleges and universities, potentially
lowering the level of teaching here at the University.
However, the state of Ohio gave the University
less than 1/2 percent subsidy increase. The reason
for this is the 15.000 student enrollment limit set by
the state, which doesn't allow the University to
receive a subsidy increase through enrollment.
This is appalling. There is no reason for a university to be penalized because of a state-mandated enrollment limit.
Trustee Richard Newlove believes the formula
for determining state subsidies will not change in
the near future, which will undoubtedly lead to
more fee increases in the future. like the domino
effect, higher fees may cause potential students to
reconsider whether or not higher education is the
best option. If fewer students enroll at the University, less money will be collected, which will lead to
more bucks out of the pockets of students.
If the state wants more students to attend state
schools, maybe legislators and budget makers
should examine more fully the impacts of limiting
subsidies to certain universities that must conform
to state mandated requirements.

Summer school
not bad option
By Theresa Drake
So, here we all are. Dedicated
itudenU willing to forego dayi
on the beach, mom'i home cooking and a whole summer of our
favorite toapa in order to further
our education. While our friend*
lounge around the pool, wearing
nothing but mlnlacule ipeedoa
and auntan oil, we ait in claai
and ponder the meaning of legal
itudlei, literature and life. Eyes
itray out claiaroom window* aa
we consider alternatives to
summer school. Instead of being
in school, we could be...
Making money to pay for fall
semester. Dishing out greasy
burgers In a fast food restaurant
to aome complaining customer
who ordered extra onions, not
pickles, on his triple decker.
Working third trick in a factory,
spending eight hours each night
putting Identical rivets into the
Identical sides of IdenUcal washing machines, Or maybe, if really lucky, tending bar at the local
night club assisting friends in
their search for never-never
land while standing oh so
soberly on the wrong side of the
counter.
Interning at a local business
(;alning experience for the fuure career, but no money.
Showering each morning at 8: SO
and putting on the navy suit
complete with power tie before
being picked up by the carpool
and driven to the office. Spending the day pushing the pencil
across some boring figures trying to Infer some meaningful

MM

Doing absolutely nothing. Sitting around at home, listening to
those immature younger siblings fight over who gets to
watch which cartoon. Lazily
watching soap opera after soap
rra until It no longer matters
Margo returns from her
search for Craig to tell Tom that
she's having Hal's baby. Pulling
the half gallon of Rocky Road
Ice cream from the freezer and
sitting In front of it with a spoon
until nothing is left. Drinking
heavily every night. Staying out
late, coming home early.
Hopelessly bored because everybody else's conscience prevents them from being so selfindulgent.
On the other hand, here we
are. A couple of hours of class to
endure each morning, then the
day Is ours to do with what we
please. Days at the Quarry,
nights at Brathau*. Friends
around to fend off monotony and
boredom. The bait of all worlds.
Most of aU, respectability for the
ceaseless commitment wa show
In our academic endeavors.
Drake, a senior magatlne
Journalism major, plant on being aa self-indulgent aa possible
throughout the summer term
while remaining respectable.

Judl KOPP
KraigPyar
Cathanna Moann
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By Mlka
Royko

Mike Royko Is on vacation.
While he Is gone, we are reprinting tome of his favorite columns. The following first appeared on Dec, 11,1879.
Robert Maszak, an English
teacher at Bloom Township
High School In Chicago Heights,
HI., has sent me a stack of angry
letters written by his students as
a classroom assignment.
The students were reacting to
a column I wrote about 11 people
being trampled to death at a
rock concert In Cincinnati.
In that column, I said those
who would climb over people's
broken bodies to reach a seat In
an auditorium could be called
"the new barbarians."
The dictionary definition of
barbarian that I used Is "the opposite of civilized." And I think
anyone who tramples someone
to death can wear that definition.
In sending me the letters,
teacher Maszak. apparently
proud of his students efforts,
wrote: "Some 'barbarians' do
write."
Yea, they do. But frankly, if I
were an English teacher and
they were my students, I'd lock
the letters away where no one
could see them.
I'd be embarasaed if this

Also, every letter said something like:' 'Why are you picking
on us teen-agers?" and "What
have you got against rock music?"
The fact la, I did not use the
word "teen-ager" anywhere In
that column.
Nor did I say that new barbarians are found only at rock concerts, I wrote: "Rock concerts
aren't the only mass-gathering
place for the new barbarians.
They've become visible at
sports events, too." And I dascribed the sometimes violent
conduct of sports fans of all
ages.
The point of the column was
that in many places we now see
more and more mindless mob
violence and mob mentality.
This behavior isn't limited to
teen-agers or rock fans, although there's probably leu of It
in your average nursing home.
I shouldn't be surprised that
these students didn't notice that.
Any kid who gets to be a high
school junior or senior and
writes like Mr. Maszak's students Isn't going to absorb details. An example, exactly as
written:
"Dear Tenage hater
"I was disappointed by you
writen on the Who concert,
From what you said I can see
Chave know so called barbar, You used some strong
words In ther with very little
fact, you say everyone was

numbed In the brain. I will say
from concert experience mabe

half or three forths were high on
something or nether but I allao
know that therea not on forth to
half that weren't. You aay
everyone was pushing and
throwing elbows, did you ever
think that some of the thrown elbows were form people who
didn't like getting pushed. You
said something about when you
were a kid, well times have
changed since then."
Mr. Maszak, is that the beat
you can do? If so, have you
thought of another line of work?
Another sample:
"In Tueeday Dec, 5th addition
of Mike Royko you clearly
stated that all teenagers and
people who go to rock concerts
sre barbarians."
I clearly stated nothing of the
kind. You really should try to
teach them to read, Mr. Maszak.
Or this: "For one think there
were no real big popular bands
when you were a kid,"
If you are going to let them
babble about music, Mr, Maszak, spend a few minutes giving
them a little musical background. Or may be you haven't
heard of the big band era. either.
Then we have this little gem.
Mind you, It is written by a
young man who has spent almost 12 years attending school:
"When you talked us In your
paper you called us barbarians.
It Is even more rude than when
you call us delinquents. You cant
compare us to SO years ago because we don't wear knockers'
and deliver newspapers. AU you
Old Farts are the same. At Comlnskey Park we were just ex-

all ngnta raparvpd
SdltonoJ Ofnop
210 Waal Hal Pn |4it>17J.J«03

Bowling Oraan llala UMvwalty
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MOtm 1*11 SO am "

pressing our feelings about
disco, because disco sucks. If
you write another column like
that you will have to answer to
me In person."
And ther wu the lad who denied being a barbarian. But he
spelled "barbian."
I can't go on. It's too depressing, and not only because most
of them can't write, read, apeU
or think and It'i getting a little
late for them to lum,
It'a dopreaatng because almost none even mentioned the
fact that 11 human beings were
trampled to death. And none
sounded concerned about that
grotesque fact,
They became highly indignant
that someone would be leu that
worshipful about rock music,
They became emotional — even
menacing like the above writer
In their hatred for disco music.
Some became obscene over Imagined slights against teenagers.
But that 11 people were trampled by a music-hungry mob?
One of the few who mentioned
the deaths uw It this way:
"If there were someone yer
looked up to an yer went to
weem them In personand thier
were thousands of people lust
like you and wanted to see rum
up close would you fight yer way
In?"
And u another breezUy put it:
"People die every three second. What would you do If you
paid 818 for a ticket?"
You're no barbarian, kid. But
try zombie.
Royko Is a columnist tor the
Chicago Tribune.

Letters_
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Staff candidates
need recognition

data from the convoluted meas.
Needing to hit happy hours with
the guys at 5:00 for a couple of
drinks to wind down before
heading home. Becoming once
more the dutiful child of doting
parents who don't realize their
offspring is the up and coming
super execuUve of the office.

THE BG NEWS
Managing Editor
Awl Managing BdNor
Pnolo Editor
Spom Editor
Copy loHor
Copy SdHor
Copy SOttor
Production

many juniors and seniors not
only wrote Incoherently, but also
apparently have not been taught
to read or to think, I'd also be
alarmed at their tribe menta-

Relevations surprising
'Hero' relinquished former life in WWII
By Geoff Howes
Occasionally you are surprised by a revelation that shifts
your perception of things
slightly. but slgnif Icantly. and If
you art lucky, permanently.
In the first week of May I was
at a symposium on the Nazi
takeover of Austria, the "Anschluss," which took place fifty
years ago in March INS. Mainly
we hoard scholarly papers on
history and literature, If you
have Mowed the controversy
around Austrian Federal President Kurt Waldhelm, you know
that more than forty years have
not eliminated the hard questions and stormy emotions about
the role of the Austrlans In the
aggression and atrocities of the
Third Reich.
But one of the contributions
wu not scholarly. Our banquet
speaker wu rather a man who
had experienced the Anschluu
in Vienna firsthand, who had to
flee soon afterward to the United
Statu, and who has made his
living here ever since u an
actor. His name is Leon Askin,
and few Americana would have
filled to recognize him u General Burkhalter from the TV series "Hogan'a Heroes."
Leon Askin is Jewish (his real
name wu Ashkenazy) and before his exile he wu a cabaret
artist In Vienna. Now. the cabaret is s distinctly political institution, and Mr. Askin wu a
political man, a Social Democrat, using his artistic talents to
criticize the fascist government
that ruled In Austria from 1934 to
1988, In the so-called ClericoFascist State with Its monolithic
party, the Patriotic Front. Being

He was an active, If dissident, member of
a German-speaking Austrian culture that
was destroyed, with the complicity of
many Austrlans, when Hitler took over.
a liberal or leftist Jew wu dangerous enough before Hitler, but
after March 11, 1888, it wu a
matter of life and death, On that
Friday evening, Askin went out
onto the streets of Vienna, to the
fashionable corner of the
Opemring and the Kaemtneritrasse, where he saw the MessertchmidU flying overhead,
countless banners with swastikas, and maasu of jubilant people, many of whom were chanting "Eln Volk, eln Reich, ein
Furhrerl" (One people, one empire, one leader.) Luckily, Askin
had lived for two years in Paris,
so he hu a French address and
a French visa, which allowed
him to escape Nazi Austria three
days later, not without the help
of some officials who could just
u easily have forced him to
stay. In his remarks, Askin reflected on his last meeting with
his brother and father, who were
murdered In 1942 In a Nui death
camp.
Askin went to hallywook from
Vienna where he knew Important literary figures like Anton
Juh and Egon FriedeU, who
wrote "A Cultural History of the
Modem Age." Askin told how
his friend FriedeU, three days
after the Anschluu, lumped to
his death from his third-story
window when the Nasls knocked
on his door calling "Dou the
Jew FriedeU Uvo here?" Askin
la weU educated, sharp and witty, with a command of history

and literature. He wu an active,
If dlaiident, member of a German-speaking Austrian culture
that wu destroyed, with the
compUdty of many Auitriana,
when Hitler took over.
He went on to act In more than
80 films, Including "The Robe'
with Richard Burton. But this
career, however successful, wu
a replacement Life for a man cut
off from his language, his cultre.
his home and his family, cut off
by a brutality that started with
Hitler but found enough henchmen all over Europe.
So next time you watch a
rerun of "Hogan's Heroes," take
a close look at the jowly General. Think about what It moans
that an Austrian Jew is playing
a Nail general in an American
television show. Remember that
the bumbling Kllnk and the softhuded Schultz are merely fantuy figures projected into the
grim past. My wife uys that
Brukhalter wu the only_reaUy
scary Nazi on tna show. There is
a good reason for that: Leon Askin is a good actor, and he knows
what Nazis are.
Howes teaches In the department of German and Russian
and East Asian Languages. If
Cwant the team more about
our world la still affected by
the Third Reich and Its results,
take German 318. "Contemporary German Liter'

In the April 38,1968 Monitor I
learned that CSC wu seeking
self-nominations for ten council
positions for 198849.
In the May 2, 1988 Monitor I
wu reminded to vote on May 8.
However, not untU I went to
the polls st mid-afternoon on
Thursday, May 8, did I learn
that three Individuals were vying for the two-year vacancy In
academic affairs. Of thou three
Individuals, one of them never
had a chance for my vote because I had never heard of her
before, How unfortunate for her
—end for me — and for aU of us
in academic affairs who did
bother to go to the polls-that It
wu Impossible to make an Informed choice.
For the put two years, I have
recommended that CSC publish
In advance of the election a brief
biography of candidates for
council positions. I reiterate that
recommendation, At the least.
1st us know the candidates'
names. Let us know they exist.
Carolyn Keef e
Continuing Education
The BO News editorial
Pfige
ige is your campus
forum
The editorial page regularly futures cofumruaU
who write on s variety of
topics, from serious political LSSUM to humorous
awecdoteaandcynlciama.
You dont have to be a
joumaUsm major or even
a student to write a column. The News encourages and welcomes any
and all guest columnists,
Additional opinions may
be expressed In letters to
the editor.
Letters to the editor
should be a maximum of
JOfWOO words In length and
should be typewritten,
double spaced, and signed.
Address or on-campua
mailbox number along
with your telephone number for verification, must
be Included
Columna may be longer,
atthoiifc* alarms* of *»-7tti
words Is preferred. These
should also be typewritten
and double-epaeed. University students writing
columns must provide
class rank, major and
hometown,
The News reserves the
right to reject any material that ts offensive, maltdoes or libekws. All submiasions are subject to
eesMRMtlon.
PheM address all SUBmlselflnito:

rettorteiiram

Ike BO Newt
t» West Hall

Local
Union renovations set

Mayl>,19M
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Falcon's Nest, lobby project costs $400,000
by Stacy Manges
staff reporter

The University Union is
undergoing its first renovations
since it was built in 1958, according to David Crooks, director of
the Union.
The Falcons Nest and the
Union Lobby are currently being
redecorated and refurnished!
Renovations began May 6.
"It will be very contemporary
and very bright with tots of
pastel colors," said Crooks.
The Falcons Nest will be
closed until the project is finished. Prout cafeteria, on the
second floor of the Union, will be
open during the Nest's usual
hours. These are 7:00 a.m. to
6:00 p.m. Monday through Friday and weekends 10:00 a.m. to

"It will be very
contemporary and
very bright with
lots of pastel
colors."
-David Crooks,
director of Union
6:00 p.m. until June 6 and 7. The
Bowl-N-Greenery will also be
open Monday through Thursday
from 11:30a.m. to 1:30 P.M.
The renovations are being
funded by an internal University
loan and are scheduled to be
completed by June 20. The
project costs approximately
^40U,UUU.

LET YOUR GOOD LOOKS GO JO YOUR HEAD!

Crooks said he thinks the
renovations will be finished on
time.
"They did a great job of tearing it down, I nave confidence
they'll be able to put it back
together too."
Changes will include all new
wallcoverings, dropped ceilings
complete with a high-gloss
metal finish, and new tables and
chairs for the Nest. A new
bakery area is also being developed.
The lobby area will also
undergo numerous changes.
"We are going to change the information desk in the lobby from
its back-wall location to a circular island In the center of the
lobby," Crooks said. "This will
enable more access to the information area."

BG News/Mark Thalman
Construction workers begin the remodeling of the Falcon's Nest and information booth in the University Onion.
The facilities will be closed all summer and redesigned at a cost of $400,000.

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
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Quiet Atmosphere. 1 & 2 Sem. Leases '340
STYLING SALON
MURPHY MART PLAZA
1080 S. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
352-9344

TUES & SAT 9-6
THURS 9-7

$1 OFF AMY PIZZA

mo.

Furnished. All Utilities Paid, Including Color TV.,

MON WED FRI 9-9
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Free Delivery
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cinema

Entire Stock Reduced
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EVENINGS 6:45 9:15

FRIDAY THE 13th
PART 7
EVENINGS 7:05 9:45

40% - 75% off

Entire Stock

EVENINGS 7:00 9:35

Ballet slippers

40% off

Jean pants, skirts, etc.

50% - 70% off

Sweat shirts, sweat pants 50% - 70% off

COMING SOON
5/20 WILLOW
5/25 RAMBO I
5/25 CROCODILE DUNDEE I

MATINEES - EVERY SATURDAY & SUNDAY
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CALL FOR MOVIES & TIMES
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40% off

Sunglasses
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VISA
Mastercard
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525 Ridge

Student Rec
Center

University
Summer 1988
Effective May 16 - August 12

Graphic Arts
Services

Center Hours
Mon.-Fri. 9om-9pm
Sot. & Sun. Noon-9pm
Pool Hours
Cooper Mon.-Sun Noon-9pm
Andrews Mon.- Sun. l-8pm

211 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
372-7418

Under 7

Mon.-Fri. 9om-9pm
Sot. Si Sun. Noon-9pm
Mon.-Sun. l-8pm
(Andrews Pool Onlul

Summer Memberships
ON SRL€ NOW
SRC Main Office

your $2.00 or more purchase
with a valid
BGSU I.D.

See us for your
CAMERA • TYPESETTING • LAY0ITI7DESIGN
needs

Family Plan
Age 7-17

Kentucky Fried Chicken
10% OFF

1020 N. Main, B.G.
352-2061
Call-ins welcome

Black & white PMTs, halftones, reversals. Mm positives
Camera-ready art prepored lor journals, brochures,
newsletters, tiers, eic
Full Typesetting Services, including
Typesetting and LaserWriter output from Macintosh disks

Convenient Drive-Thru
"We do Chicken Right"
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by Deborah Kennedy
reporter

Students may
feel effects of
wage increase
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SPRING: Cool lawn to "layout" on
SUMMER: Hot deal - Low rent
FALL: Crisp trees create color
WINTER: Cold day - Short walk
Come see us,

Main

f
^\' r+s
^1 Q^-Bowling Green
i^S {)\^miy
' ft»«'f Free Delivery

641 Third St., Manager - Apt. 4
352-4380

on a regular basis and the bill
does not require health benefits
for those students who are still
covered by their parents
policies.
The only change McRoberts
sees with this bill is possibly
limiting students workers to
working 17 hours or less a week.
Though campus student employment will be affected in
some ways, McRoberts said he
is convinced the University is
aware of the need and the importance of student workers.
"Besides the contributions
students make on campus it has
been proven in studies that
campus work helps reduce tension,' McRoberts said. "Students who work on campus
have a very high rate of graduation. Somehow working on
campus creates a stronger bind
between the student and the University.
"But our main goal is to make
the transition as transparent
and painless as possible for students," McRoberts added.
These two proposed bills are
expected to affect off-campus
employers as well. The U.S.
Chamber of Commerce has
voiced their opposition to the
bills stating they will only result
in the loss of jobs. It is predicted
small "mom and pop organizations" like restaurants will be
the hardest hit.

ENTER TO WIN
a Free season pass
to Portage Quarry!

Compare Rent and Benefits

MID-AM MANOR APARTMENTS
1045 N

terest in CWS has forced the University Food Operations
System, the largest single student employer, to do without as
many workers as needed. Because Food Operations now has
fewer students working for it,
costs may be footed more easily
than by other campus employers. Each employer on
campus will determine now the
increase will affect them and
adjust accordingly.
"As a financial aid administrator I am very concerned
about the amount of debt students are accruing in their
years at the University. In recent years grant awards have
been fewer and smaller and
students have been forced to
turn to loans more often,"
McRoberts said.
"If we can't increase the
number and size of grants then
perhaps we should consider increasing wages so it will even
out somewhere down the line.
After all nearly 1/3 of a student's unmet needs can be met
by working on campus."
McRoberts said the University does not have enough information on the health benefits
act yet but the administration
will be looking into the situation. He said this act will not affect the University to any large
extent because not many students work over the 17.5 hours

SEASONED Students

BLAST
OFF
SAVINGS

On u

Two proposed laws may give
2,500 University student erafloyees more money and beneits, but the students may pick
up the tab.
According to Conrad
McRoberts, director of Financial Aid and Student Employment, the University is trying to
set up reserves to cover the
possible wage increase but "the
money has to come from somewhere."
The Minimum Wage Restoration Act is one of two bills being considered in the labor
committee of the U.S. House of
Representatives. If passed,
minimum wage would increase
39 percent for all workers over
the next three years. The increase would occur annually
and would increase from the
current $3.35 per hour to $4.65
per hour in 1990. Increases after
1990 would be indexed and
would reach $5.05 by 1992.
Another bill being considered
by the labor committee is the
Minimum Health Benefits for
All Workers Act. This legislation would require employers to
provide comprehensive health
benefits to all employees who
work 17.5 or more hours weekly. The bill requires worker's

dependents to be covered as
well.
McRoberts said the health
benefits bill would not affect the
University too much but he is
concerned about the increase in
minimum wage. Though wages
for students working in both regular campus and college work
study (CWS) program jobs
would increase the University
probably will not see an increase in government money
allotted to the University to
fund the CWS program.
"We don't want to see a cut in
the number of students the University can employ and we
don't expect to cut back,"
McRoberts said. "Right now we
are studying the situation and
the University is trying to anticipate how much money it will
need to reserve to cover the
extra expense if the bills pass."
One way students in the college
work study program may be affected will be the number of
hours they are allowed to work.
A student who may have in the
past been alloted 1500 hours of
work for a year may only be alloted 1200 or 1300 hours. Thus
instead of working 12 or 15
hours a week a student may
only be able to work eight to 10.
But McRoberts said it is still
unclear how the program will
be affected.
In the past, lack of student in-

Drawing held May 27th.
No purchase necessary.
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Class of '88 hears Bode, elder Latta

Jennifer Yuhas, an elementary education major, agrees with the idea that senior's futures are so bright they've
got to wear shades.

Grads celebrate
despite warnings
It was a picture-perfect graduation—almost.
The sun was shining, the wind
was non-existent, ana about
2,100 graduates received their
diploma covers in the 1988 graduation ceremonies.
However, in the attempt to
hasten graduation ceremonies
and bring more decorum to
commencement, someone forgot to bring the American Flag.
Graduates still participated in
the ceremony in their own
unique style. One graduate invited the alien "Aff" to the
ceremony, and another videotaped the ceremony for future
enjoyment. Some students
altered caps and gowns, but
most heeded the admonitions of
University officials.
Ken Bode, an NBC News polit-

ical correspondent, addressed
the graduates. Bode received
applause as he commented on
the ins and outs of being a 1988
presidential candidate.
Fifth district Congressman
Delbert Latta received an honorary doctorate of public service. Latta expressed pleasure
as he "now has something both
my son and daughter have — a
degree from Bowling Green
State University."
The Distinguished Alumnus
award was given to 1950 graduate John Durniak. Durniak
received a bachelor of arts deKee from the University, and
s since served as picture editor, scriptwriter and editor-inchief for The New York Times,
Readers Digest, and Time.

Nathan Purdy, a psychology major, videotapes himself receiving his diploma cover during commencement
ceremonies at Doyt L. Perry Field.

Photos by
Mark Thalman
Story by
Judi Kopp
Mortar Boards reflected graduate's personalities despite warnings of exclusion from the cecemony by University officials.

Introducing

GRADUATING NURSES
It pays in more ways
than one to begin at
Akron General!!
Yes, you'll be rewarded by the growth and Challenge that comes with
practicing at a 511-bed teaching and referral center And yes, you'll
be enriched by experiencing a progressive, collaborative nursing
approach to adult acute care. But what you will also like about Akron
General Medical Center is that we will pay your final semester's tuition if you agree to work lor us lull-time lor one year after graduation!
Reimbursement of your final semester's tuition will be, you might
say. just the icing on the cake: Nursing at Akron General Medical
Center will put you directly in touch with innovative primary nursing techniques, a highly supportive medical staff and up-to-date
technologies. Starting salaries are competitive, benefits excellent
For all the ways it will pay you to launch your career with Akron
General, contact us by calling collect or writing: Jenni Lehman,
Nurse Recruiter, AKRON GENERAL MEDICAL CENTER, 400
Wabath Ave., Akron, OH 44307. Phone: (216) 384-7630.

AKRON GENERAL
MEDICAL CENTER
An Equal Opportunity Employtf MrfRH/V

MEDIFAST®

physician supervised
weight reduction program
THURSDAY ■ College I.D. Night
featuring a Lip Sine Contest and reduced
cover with valid I.D.

• Rapid
Weight Reduction

FRIDAY • T.P. Party!!!
Dramatic Improvement in other medical
conditions associated
with being overweight

• Easy To Follow
• SAFE
• Supplemental
Fasting Program

• Nutrition Counseling
Series to help you
maintain your ideal
body weight

Medically Supervised
through weekly 30 minutes
appointment

Maumee

Bowling Green
1045 N. Main St.
Suit* 9
352-7184

or

1015Conant St.
693-8384

(The big wrap)

SATURDAY • Hawaiian Lei/
Swimsuit Party
EVERY TUESDAY It's Ladies' Night
May 24 featuring "Absolute Ecstasy"
DOORS OPEN
SHOWTIME
ADMISSION
7:00
8:00
$2.00
MEN IN AT 9:30 - LADIES FREE!

Located just north of B.G. on Rte. 25
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Summer flight course open
by Catherine Hoehn
assistant managing editor

A private pilot flight
training program is being
offered to all nonaerotechnology majors for
the first time at the University this summer.
A course in training for a
private pilot's license,
which would allow students to fly a small plane
with passengers, is open to
all students this summer,
due to a lack of response by
students within the aero-

technology program, said
Ben Quinn, chief flight instructor of technology
systems.
"It's the first time we
haven't had people begging to get into the
course," he said.
Quinn said there are
"excess resources" of instructors and airplanes
that can be used, since only
one aero-technology major
has signed up for uw program so far this semester.
The course is normally restricted to aerotechnology
students who need the

course to graduate. Quinn
said most of the 106 students in the program chose
to do a co-op this summer,
rather than take classes.
Quinn said they have had
a few non-aerotechnology
majors enrolled in private
pilot flight training previously; however, those
individuals "showed a
strong GPA," he said.
Quinn said anyone can
take the course, but
freshmen and sophomores
would need an especially
high GPA to be permitted
to participate.
The private pilot training involves 20 hours of
dual instruction and 15
hours of solo flight practice
at the Bowling Green Airport, Quinn said. He said
that is the minimal amount

KEEP AMERICA
BEAUTIFUL

Digging in
Eric Box, junior marketing major, gets a head start on his Math 125
homework on the steps of Eppler South during the first day of
summer classes.

$5.00
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only at
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walkway
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free
delivery
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ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '88 WITH

# SUMMER SPECIAL

THURSDAY: LADIES' NIGHT OUT
featuring "Wesley & Company"
DOORS OPEN SHOWTIME
ADMISSION
7:00
8:00
$3.00
MEN IN AT 9:30 - LADIES FREE!
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BG New*/Mark Thalman

Large 1-item Pizza for

Haircuts - $6
Perms - $20-75

352-7658

required by the Federal
Aviation Administration
approved course training.
The course "prepares
students for a private pilot
airman's certificate, issued by the FAA," Quinn
said.
Lab fees are $1,776 for
the training, and will be
$2,200 in the fall. However,
the course will be restricted to aerotechnology
majors after summer.
"This is a one semester
case," Quinn said.
A prerequisite for the
course is private pilot
ground school. The class is
being offered the first five
week session and can be
taken concurrently with
the flight training. Flight
scheduling for the course is
flexible, Quinn said.

835 High St. - Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
Phone 352-9378
9:00-4:30
Monday-Friday

Housing Openings for Summer & Fall
K-.nurrs

HAVEN HOUSE
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Hair, Skin, and Nail Designers
We carry a full line of Nexus. Redken,
Paul Mitchell, & Matrix products

352-4101
352-4143

con viser-miller

181 S. Main
Bowling Green
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PASS ALL PARTS
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CPA EXAM
Do it once.
Do it right.
And never
do it again.
Claius Mart Aug. I in Toledo.

I

Cindy

KIP B
Darcy

Judy

Nettie

mL\J /O OFF any one service with
these designers and with this ad.
Haircuts, perms, partial perms, highlighting, luminize, facials,
cellophanes, weaving, sculptured nails, manicures, pedicures,
make-up application & demonstration, bodywaxing, eyelash &
eyebrow tinting.
expires 6-1-S8

IN B.G.!
Vicki Emsberger and Nettie Krupp, (pictured center) of The Arrangement spent
the day in Detroit, Michigan with the Sebastian international Artistic Team including
Anne Matthews, (far left) and Robert Morrison, (far right), at an exclusive show. The
Artistic Team travels in Europe and the
United States where stylists are given
hands-on experience in the two newest
hair designs. Come in to The Arrangement and let us show you the newest
looks from Europe—the Glove Cut and
A vani Garde Sassiness.

The Arrangement
Hair, Skin and Nail Designers
181 (B) S. Main
Downtown B.G.

352-4101
332-4143

Stn up lo 1100 Enroll by 1/15/SB
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ITS EASY WITH US!
CALL: 1-800-262-2899
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NCLEX
BEAT YOUR

NURSING BOARDS
BLUES!
Only Kaplan has small
classes led by experienced
nurses and a tape review
series. Call!

f KAPLAN

STANUY M.« API M DUUTmUl Q Kit I LTD.

There's still time to
prepare with us for
July Boards Call 536-3701
3450 W. Central, Suit* 322,
Toledo.
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Foundation

Primary—

D Continued from page 1.

a Continued from page 1.
Latta emphasized the education
he gained through his father's
political career. He referrel to
growing up the son of a congressman as a lifetime of learning about the federal government.
Latta was the victor in Wood
County where he resides. Latta
captured 5650 votes in Wood
County while Gillmor received
4891. Gillmor also took the
majority of the votes in his home
county, Seneca. Gillmor
received 5221 votes while Latta
got 1568.
Rex Damschroder, who campaigned on the basis that a businessman's view is what is
needed in Washington, received
5,777 ballots for 9.1 percent of
the total vote.

In spring 1987, the Foundation
divested its holdings In five of 40
companies doing business In
South Africa. At that time it developed a policy which stated
"no new investments will be
made in companies doing business in South Africa, unless the
company is Judged to be working to eliminate laws and customs that impede political and
social justice and follow a policy
of nondiscrimination," according to a Dec. 3,1987 issue of The
BGNewt.
On Oct. 12,1987, PSO submitted a list of demands to the
Foundation which included a
complete report of the BGSU
Foundation's actions since it
announced the limited divestment policy, full and complete
divestment of all holdings in
companies doing business in
South Africa, and a timetable
for the immediate implementation of a plan for full divestment,
according to The News.
The foundation did not respond to this request.

YOUR
MUSIC LIBRARY
128 N. MAIN ST.
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ITiaXEll "IT ROCKS, ROLLS,
STOMPS, SWINGS...
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American Heart
Association

WERE FIGHTING FORVOUR LIFE

Your Comic Connection is at

.1

Young's Newsstand |I

BG News/Mack Thalman
Sandy McNabb, senior elementary education major, protests outside the
Mlleti Alumni Center against the University's holdings In South Africa.
The B.Q.S.U. Foundation, which was meeting inside the Alumni Center to
discuss the issue, voted to completely divest the University's holdings in
South Africa.

"Don't miss the next issue of four favorite
comic series!"
, 353-2176
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All student
loans are
not
created
equal!
Education has changed a lot since his day. And its become a lot more expensive. But if Abe
was around today, he'd agree a student loan from First Independent Trust makes sense.
Because at First Independent Trust, he could get as much as $40* more to spend on tuition,
books and other educational expenses.
While the interest rate on Guaranteed Student Loans is set by Federal regulations (currently
8%) some guarantors charge an insurance fee. First Independent Trust uses a guarantor that
does not charge a fee. This means more money in your pocket!

• 1*

354-1477
Expires 5-31-88
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See the Financial Aid Officer on your campus for information about financing options.
Or call our toll-free number and well send you our Student Loan Information Packet and
application.

First Independent Trust--the First name in student loans!

1-800-143-4778 Ext. 8877

©

FIRST INDEPENDENT
TRUST COMPANY

Student Loan Center
P.O.Box 2562
Sacramento, CA 95812
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Ex-Bruins eager to
battle old teammates
EDMONTON, Alberta (AP) - Geoff Courtnall
is still trying to find his place, and his scoring
touch, with the Edmonton Oilers heading into
the Stanley Cup finals.
"It definitely has been frustrating for me
here," said Courtnall, one of four former Boston
players who will be in the Edmonton lineup
when the Oilers face the Bruins in the opening
game of the National Hockey League championship round Wednesday night.
Courtnall was a late-season acquisition from
the Bruins along with goaltender Bill Ranford
in a trade that sent goalie Andy Moog to Boston.
Courtnall spent the rest of the regular season
trying to get adjusted to the Oilers, and the first
three rounds of the playoffs trying to score a
goal.
"I haven't exactly burned it up since I got
here," Courtnall said. "It's been a big adjustment. I was getting a lot of shots off the wing
(with Boston). Here, I haven't had a goal in the
?layoffs, but this is one last chance for me. I
igure if I keep trying, one of these times it's going to go in."

Mike Krushelnyski and Craig MacTavish are
the other former Bruins in the Oilers' lineup. On
the coaching side is Ted Green, a former Boston
player from another era.
For Courtnall and Ranford, the memories of
wearing black and gold are as vivid as black
and white.
"I still have some feelings toward the
Bruins," Courtnall said. "I have a lot of friends
there and I was happy to see them win the
Wales Conference. I was more excited for them
when they beat Montreal (in the Adams Division finals) because I was part of the team that
had trouble against them."
Actually, Courtnall is surprised to see the
Bruins in the Stanley Cup finals even though he
thinks they're well coached by Terry O'Reilly
and have a good, hard-hitting team.
"I thought they could beat Buffalo (in the first
round) but I didn't think they could beat Montreal," Courtnall admitted.
As for the Bruins' chances against Edmonton,
Courtnall didn't have to answer that.
D See Bruins, page 10.

Please Excuse Our Dust
During Our First Floor Remodeling
Monday
thru
Thursday

Information Desk
Prout Cafeteria Greenery Buckeye Room -

Friday

Saturday/
Sunday

Information Desk ■
Prout Cafeteria -

Prout Cafeteria -

7a.m.-4 p.m.
7 a.m.-10 a.m. - Breakfast
11 a.m.-1:15 p.m. - Lunch
A p.m.-o p.m. - Dinner
11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Noon-6 p.m.
7 a.m.-Noon
7 a.m.-10 a.m. - Breakfast
11 a.m.-1:15 p.m. - Lunch
4 p.m.-o p.m. - Dinner
10 a.m.-6 p.m. (until June 5)

UNIVERSITY UNION

BG makes tourney
Softball team to host Regionals
The Bowling Green women's
softball team claimed its first
Mid-American Conference Softball Championship last week
and earned a home-field berth in
the NCAA Midwest Regional
Tournament.
The Falcons, 35-21-1 and ranked 20th in the final NCAA Division I Poll, will make their second appearance in the NCAA
Tournament when they host
13th-ranked Illinois State (37-10)
and 18th-ranked Northern Illinois (32-8) in the doubleelimination regional Friday and
Saturday at the BG Softball
Field.
A total of 20 teams will be
playing at eight regional sights
this weekend. The eight regional
winners will advance to the
double-elimination Final Eight,
to be hosted by Cal-Berkely and
Clayed in Sunnyvale, CA, on
lay 25-29. "We felt we deserved
a tournament bid, but there was
a lot of uncertainty," head coach
Gail Davenport said. "After
looking at the pairings, I feel we
have a very good chance of advancing to the Final Eight."
Competition begins Friday at
noon with number two seed, BG,
taking on number three seed,
NIU. Top-seeded ISU will play
the loser of Game 1 at 2:15 p.m.
The Redbirds will then play the
Game 1 winner at 4:30 p.m. The
tournament concludes with one,
or if necessary, two games on
Saturday (1 and 3 p.m.), with

pairings to be determined by
Friday's outcome.
Tickets are priced at $4 for
adults and $2 for students and
children per day. Tickets can be
?urchased at the Memorial Hall
icket Office or at the gate.
The Falcons closed out the regular season by posting six
straight victories last week
against MAC foes Toledo (6-1
and 4-0) and Miami (1-0, 10-1,
2-1, and 10-9 in nine innings).
The six wins gave BG a final
MAC record of 24-8, three games
better than second-place
Eastern Michigan. The Hurons
led BG by a game entering last
week's action.
Appropriately, the Falcon
senior class played a key role in
last week's wins. Centerfielder
Amy Lelnhardt raised her batting average from .427 to .442 by
hitting .588 in the six games. She
had three hits in BG's 6-1 win
over Toledo and added five more
in Saturday's doubleheader
against Miami. Her performance earned her MAC Softball
Player of the Week honors.
Senior hurler Vicki Miwa tossed three, complete-game victories. Edie Campbell, a senior
firstbaseman and pitcher,
smacked the same-winning
single that decided Saturday's
nine-inning affair. Campbell's
hit was her first of the day and
came with the bases loaded in
the bottom of the ninth inning.
Senior Cindi Williams went two

for three at the plate in Saturday's first game against Miami
and drove home both runs in the
Falcons 2-1 victory.
The Falcons had a good year
off the field also as four team
members received mention on
the 1988 Academic All-MAC
Softball Team, selected by the
league's faculty representatives
for athletics. Junior Lecia Kaltenbach and Leinhardt earned
Academic All-MAC honors for
the third straight year.
Kaltenbach maintains a 3.77
GPA in computer science, while
Leinhardt is a 3.68 student in
special education. Named honorable mention Academic AllMAC were junior Kris Rossi, a
3.15 student in mathematics,
and sophomore Michelle
Clagett, a 3.10 student in biology.
In other BG sports action last
weekend, the Falcon baseball
team lost two out of three games
at Miami. The Redskins won the
first game in Friday's twinbill
6-3. Joe Grosel's three-run home
run broke a 3-3 tie in the bottom
of the seventh and gave MU the
first game victory. Friday's
nightcap was washed out in the
fifth with BG leading 7-4.
Saturday, the Falcons captured the first game of the
doubleheader 6-1. Chris Fugitt
raised his record to 4-7 and Chris
Carden had two home runs and
three RBI's. MU's Fred VanG See Softball, page 10.

Swimming Instructors Wonted
for the &fy student Recreation Center's

Learn-To-Suuim Program
June 13-flugust 5
9 a.m.-noon Monday through Friday

WHAT IF YOU
DON'T GET
INTO THE GRAD
SCHOOL OF
YOUR CHOICE?
Sure, there are other
schools. But why settle?
Kaplan prep courses help
students raise their scores
and their chances of
be ing admitted into their
first-choice schools. Fact
is, no one has helped
students score higher!

SUMMER CLASSES

WE ACCEPT
FOOD STAMPS.
WE SELL
MONEY ORDERS.

REGISTERING NOW. GET A HEAD START ON THE LSAT,
GMAT, GRE, MCAT, NCLEX, NTE, CPA, OR BAR EXAM.

•
OPEN
24 HOURS

FOR INFORMATION ON THE LOCAL CENTER NEAREST YOU, CALL TOLL FREE:

MOST STORES

SUMMERTIME IS KAPLANTIME.

1-800-KAP-TEST

Mayia,ltM

t

Sports nut's dream, purely academic
by Tom Reed
ipor» columnlil

Th* Monday afternoon sunshine pound through th« window. The
claaaroom became warm, very warm. There I tat for 80 mlnutei —
my forehead bathed In awaat, my mind filled with regret.
''Why did I come to aummer echool?" I kept aaklng myaelf. "What
a mlatake. Right now, I could be back home playing baakatball or
aoftball with my buddies."
The lecture concerned England In 66 B.C. The profeaaor apoke of a
great war. My thought* were Indeed focuted on a big battle, but not
the one he discussed
"I lure hope the Brulna beat Edmonton," I thought. "I wlah I could
watch Wedneeday'• game, but I have a teat to study for already,"
I continued daydreaming until finally tha teacher aald something
which caught my attention. "Who are the ancient Celtlca?" he
My tint Impulse wai to lay Artie Gllmore and Bill Walton. Then I
reallied thoae probably weren't the warrlora he had in mind.
Again, my thought* drifted away from England in 66 B.C. All I
could ponder wai the aporta I'd be mining due to echool work.
If only thoae claaeea had aomethlng to do with aporta. And then it
occurred to me, why not deiign e curriculum which did Juat that?
Suddenly, I felt like I waa in a Hewlett-Packard commercial. What
If...?
What If we made claaeea which combined lecture* on academic*
and iport*. What If my Latin teacher discussed both Ancient Greece

BTUMNT TRAINING WRITE OR CALL COLLECT FOR Mil BROCHURE
GROUP MTU AVAILABLE

SKYDIVING
Cleveland Sport
Parachuting School

21S-S4MI11

1I1M Grove Rd.
QarretUvllle, Ohio 44231

and the role the Olympic* played In it? What if my physic* profeaaor
talked about the law of gravity and how Michael Jordan seems to
defy it?
The mental wheel* began turning. Tha heat no longer felt unbearable. By the end of claa*. I had created my own curriculum and It
read something like this:
History SIS - Primltln Tribal Cultures. We aU know th* itory
about tha Mexican Artec* and tha South American Incas. But what
of th* Buffalo Brave*, Duluth Eikimo* and Kansas City Scout* ?
Now you too can learn about your favorite defunct sport* franchise. In thl* clau, you will see how the NBA'* Bravaa migrated
Wait to San Diego and the NHL'i Scouta went to Naw Jersey.
However, thl* course doe* have a prerequisite - History SU — Extinct Animals. Hare, you research the demise of such beast* a* tha
Oakland Seals. Canton Bulldog* and Phoenix Roadrunnen.
Aatronomy 101 — Constellation/. Beaide* th* obvioua, thl* claaa
will also ihow you how a group of the brightest atari came together
to form the unmlatakabl*Image of a dynasty. Orion may be tha hunter, but no one ha* been more lucceuful at capturing what it want*
than the Edmonton Oiler*. Led by Wayne Qretsky, the Oiler* have
won three of the last four Stanley Cup*.
The team alao boaata the NHL'a top goalie, Orant Fuhr and bast
all-around forward. Mark Meaaier. If that isn't enough, add sniper*,
Jarl Kurd, Craig Simpaon and Glenn Andenon, all who at one time
logged Jo-goal season*.
So, If you base your decision* strictly on stars (no, not the kind
Nancy Reagan apparently uses) pick the Oilers to win thl* year's
Stanley Cup.

BotanytM- The Use of Herb*. Thl* court* will be ipllt Into **ctlon*.Inth*flr«t two week*, Dr. Rosen will cUscus* what role pareley
plays in our everyday Uvea. After that, Dr. K, (Dwight Qooden) wifl
tell you how a little marijuana can spruce up your faitball.
Crimtaal Justice IN- Blowing tht Wlueil* on th* Guilty. In thl*
claw we will probe into sports' moat insidious rule breaker, tha pro
baakatball player. Your chief assignment will be to watch any NBA
game and count how many traveling violation* go uncalled.
Political Science HO- Plight In America '* Cities. Each term the
professor pick* a naw town, This lummar'i topic 1* Baltimore. Tha
city Itself received a much-needed facelift several year* ago. Unfortunately , Baltimore itlll wasn't attractive enough to keep Its NBA
and NFL franchisee.
Thl* leave* It with th* Oriole* and a minor league hockey club, the
Skipjacks. The baaoball team has been on tha decline for several
yean. But thl* season, the O's woes reached naw Iowa. They alerted
the season with that memorable Jl-game losing streak. Baltimore
tans, however, have become sccuitomed to alow starta. The SkipJack* dropped their first It game* before finally winning.
RTVFlso — Understanding Movie*. In thl* clau you will see such
film* aa "Hooslers II," which feature* Bobby Knight battling aom*
of hi* toughest opponent*: tha Panamanian government, a chair,
and NBC announcer, Connie Chung. Also scheduled Is "Pumping
Iron (City)," a movie which show* how Detroit Rod Wing forward*
Bob Probart and Pttr Kllma get ready for the playoff* by doing
lS-once curls a night before a game.
Ecology 111— Conservation and Waa te Management. Thl* class
□ See Column, page 10.

Attention Little League <t Softball Players

^c0rne Summer $#„

PRESEASON

Baseball Sale!

Supersede 30-70 % OFF
$5.00 Rack

$9.95 Rack

1/2 Off Racks
ALL IN STOCK

sum^er

CUP&
SAVE!
BRING IN
THIS AD
AND
RECEIVE]
A HAIRCUT]
FORJUSTl

$6oo

OR 30% OFF |
PERMS

25% Off All
Gals
Acid Washed
Jean Jackets

25% Off

MODULAR
Piece Dressing

-—————ooupon— ———•

Free BGSU Transfer
(Block Transfer)
on any of our merchandise
.______Explree B/29/8a__--

Jeans N Things
631 Ridge

352-8333

ALL IN STOCK

%

<7o

Baseball 20
Gloves
OFF

15 3 IS

WILSON IN STOCK

ALL IN STOCK
Rag. 7.95

Batting
Gloves

$6

Baseball
Shoes

20OFF
20

<7o

1988 TOP PS, DON PUSS e) SCORE
COMPLETE SETS IN STOCK

Great Lakes Sporting Goods
'ffw-wt1ff fin frt.itl ill iTfflf

aroude /
yjeaulu
ILL-URVKZ

pttmmUk

J^ato
ion
140 E. Wootter
352-0800

M:M Net-Sat

MTBBB.-FH.

Expire.* May 26, 1968

t-xpress Mail International Service™ from your
post office has new half-pound rates too good to keep
bottled up: $13.00 to Canada, $15.00 to the United
Kingdom, $18.00 to over 65 other countries.
And we've dropped anchor on our full-pound
rates too, so they're lower than ever.
So next time, ship with us and get all the
speed and reliability you expect from the
eagle at a great new price.
Because we wouldn't want
you to miss the boat.
VafeWefEXrWssWm. (£
I Pleaao lend rrw more Information on U.S.RS.
Express Mall International Service:

Two pairs,
One Price!

Comp«ny_

-aFCode*.
Sena lei U.S. Pawl Servles
I 4351.ItCWr.TBMO, CM43*0|.ese,

Buy « p«lr of regular prescription eyeglasses and « pair of
prescription sunglasses all at one low pricel Choose from our
wide variety of selected plastic frames with glass or scratch coated
plastic lenses, round or flat top 25mm bifocals or tinted lenses.
Oversize, high power, photochromattc and specialty bifocals
and trifocals are priced slightly higher, Please note that eye
examinations are priced separately and Insurance programs cover
only one pair of glasses.
Single Vision

Bifocals

For Both Pairs

For Both Pairs

$7988 $H988
One day service for most prescriptions with
experienced Opticians at your service,
You must be completey satisfied or we wHI return your money,

Burlington Optical
1955 S, Reynolds
382-2020

3153 W, Sylvanl*
472-1113

sU'iCi
352-2533

OUR NEW IOW RATES ARE
GREAT FOR SHIPPING OVERSEAS.

lO May 1», 1988

Column
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D Continued from page 9.
is taught by New York Ranger General Manager Phil Esposito. If an
NHL team is ready to discard an old player, "Trader Phil" will gladly find a use for him. You will marvel as professor Phil trys recycling careers the way Alcoa Aluminum does cans. It's not that the
players are always bad, it's just they are past their prime: Marcel
Dionne (37), John Ogrodnick (30), Lucien Deblois (31). This season,
the Rangers missed the playoffs for the first time since 1977.
Theology 400 — Recent Miracles From Heaven and Hell. This
course details the strange phenomena in places such as New Orleans
and New Jersey. You will examine how the Saints finally marched
into the Promise Land. You will also learn how the Devils nearly
captured Lord Stanley's Cup.

Classifieds
CAMPUS*CITY EVENTS

Lawn Maintenance-Landscape Service
Cell 352 5822

-

•••Tour Quid as "
N you wtah to give lours trwa aummar. |
•top by or on the tour gukM oDtoa (110
Mcfsa. MINI between 10:302:00. Thank
you and welcome back!!

SERVICES OFFERED
Abortion, morning attar traatmant
Proud to ba oro-cholce
Cantar lor Cholea II, Totooo.O 265-7788
Evening Office Cleanino
Can 352-5335

PERSONALS

Geography 145 — Nomadic Clans. Tired of seeing teams in the
wrong geographic divisons? Are you puzzled as to why the Atlanta
Braves and Falcons are grouped with West Coast clubs? If you answered 'yes,' this is the class For you. This course will allow the student to realign divisions or entire conferences. Want to see Tampa
Bay in the East and Dallas in the Central? If so, join today.
Independent Study — This consists only of outside research. If you
elect to take the course you must be able to answer one question.
What currernt pro franchise has a nickname, which when turned upside down, reads as though it were written right-side up? Underclassmen are strongly discouraged from entering this course due to
the high failure rate.
I doubt if the University is ready for my radically new curriculum.
But if you were allowed to take such classes, it would be an unforgettable experience — one you would certainly tell your future Suns and
daughters about.

INTRAMURALS. Session I anthaa tor mans,
woman's, coed aottoel. tenme S go": Coed volleyball are due Mondsy. June 8 by noon IM ol
dee hours for summer beginning May 31 wM ba
Men Tuee, Tttura., »:00 - 12:30, CLOSED
ON WEDNESDAY AND OPEN FH. 8:00-11:30
AM

A to Z Data Cantar
Haloing you maal al your typing needs
148S Makl 362-6042
Oat mora out of your aummar Job than Just a
paycheck! Academic recognition la available
•t no charga Call Coop Ottlca at 372-2451 or
atop by 2]a Admin. Bldg.
BO a Tan a FUneea Cantor
Summer specials started tost week"
1 month unlimited tana-$39 95 Save $14.00
on perkane of 10. Sign up now A uee them
War 127S MalnSt 362TANS

HIRING! Government lobs - your area
S16.000 - $88,000 Cat (802) 838-8886
Ext 4244

Actlvtttea Assistant to work with the eidorty part,
time Available Immediately Cat 352-6248 between 9am- 1pm.

8WMMSNG INSTRUCTORS for the SRC'S
Learn-To-Swtm Program 8'13 - 8/6, 8
am.-Noon. Mon.-Frl. Instruction for 6 moe I adult. Cat Soolt: 372-7477.

Deavary personnel Apply 2-6 p.m.
Monday through Friday
PBenedetto'sSub-Me-OuIcK
FREE room a board In exchange for babyatntng
t cooking Need cat Home located In BG
Phone 352-1832.

Softball

D Continued from page 8.

D Continued from page 8.

"I know how they're going to
play, especially in the Boston
Garden," Courtnall said.
"They're going to come out and
take the body like they always
do. But there's so much confidence in this room. I felt at the
start that we would win the
playoffs."

derpeet's two-out homerun in
the botttom of the seventh in
Saturday's second game lifted
the Redskins to a 3-2 victory.

la It True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44 through
the US Government? Oat the tacts today! Cal
1-312-742-1142 Ext. 1784.

Efficiency Apartments
w. util paid-cloae to downtown

Head Coach Ed Platzer and
the Falcons wind up the regular
season this Saturday and Sunday with a home-and-home series against MAC leading Central Michigan.

Cal 352-5822
THE PERFECT FIT
RE. MANAGEMENT AND YOU
Try our targe effic apta on for size
Comfort a AHorOabeTty
Thwetln Manor-1216 par month
Free Heat. AC a Water. Oet your apt. today
R.E. MANAOEMENT
362-8302

FOR RENT

MalntenencePamter Needed
Cat 362-5622
Male student wftn car for yard I cleanup won.
Can 886 4527 atler Bpm

2 bedroom apartments
Walking oatance to campue
362-6822
3 room lumlehed apt. for 1 female
Quiet location No Pets
Phone 362-1088.

FOR SALE

Jay-Mar Apartments
803-815 Eighth St
Summer 4 Fa* Rentala starting at
$355 a month. Fum, unfum, laundry .AC
New owner special FREE Cable TV
inataeatton If leased for Fal by 8-15-88
364-8038 883-1081

Perryeburg Inn, 26084 St. Rt 26 (at I 476).
Special atudent retails Phones, special
monthly, weekly a exam rates ln-room moviee.HBO Watarbeda-874-9383

Can you buy Jeepa, Care, 4x4's Seized In drug
raktt for under 81007 Cal for facto today
602-837-3401 ext 288

I
pVBenedetf0 $
OPEN:
I * 352-4663 *
MON-SAT 11:00 a.m. - 10 p.m
I FAST FREE DELIVERY
(Summer Hours)
I $3.25 MINIMUM
*
I
*».!...<**
I
Regular
SUBS
59'
I STARTER
$2.95
Ham. Salami. Provolone Cheese
$1.95
$2.95
Swiss A Provolone
SI .95
I HURDLER
$2.95
SPRINTER
....
Turkey
$1.95
$2.95
.
....
Ham A Swiss
$1.95
I PACER.
$3.60
$3.60
JOGGER..
....
Roasl Beef
$2.15
I RUNNER..
$3.60
MARATHON
Ham. Salami, Turkey. Swiss. Provolone Cheese
$2.15
I WALKAWAY
$2.95
Salami. Turkey. Pepperoni. Provolone Cheese
$1.95
$3.95
Roasl Beef, Ham, Turkey, Provolone Cheese
$2.95
I RELAY
I EXTRAS
.40
Cheese. Tomatoes or Peppers
20
.60
Salami or Turkey
35
I
.85
Ham
50
I
1.50
Roasl Beef (per portion)
1.50
.20
Mayo, Lettuce or Onions
10
I
And
much
more!
I

■s

1432 E. Wooater

SCUBA DIVING

Sm,

Training Sponsored by the National Association of Underwater
Instructors (NAUI)
• Fee Includes All Supplies, Equipment Usage, and Air Fills
• Optional Florida Trip For Certification
Sign-up now at the
Student Recreation Center
Main Office
Limited enrollment

CM 352-7050

HELP WANTED

EXPERIENCE the fun and
adventure of...
1

Grain farm Tractor experience

Bruins

Class time May 24-Aug. 2
Tues. & Thurs. evenings
7-10 p.m.

Sarimmino Skills Required

Sign up NOW!

....

Tuna

e ON

$2.15

(Above subs start Mrs euro. Intact, ton—to. onion, hot peppers, oeeemno, Italian dressing!
(Above subs mode not on request)

i1
^

WINTHROP TERRACE
NOW RENTING FOR FALL

«£X

Students
of the game

Caf3

Hurry - Don't Miss Out IT
Apartments Going Fast
■.-'.•
■.V
-'.ft
■/.'.'.■k

One and two bedroom apartments, furnished and unfurnished
Heat, Water, and Trash removal all included
Full-time Maintenance
Swimming Pools
Close to Grocery Stores, Shopping, and Banks
Special Summer Rates
3 Locations
• Palmer Avenue • South Summit St. • Napoleon Road
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd. 352-9135
Mon.-Fri. 9-5
Saturdays 10-3

Steven Martervet
Bowling Green
State University •
Third Team Basketball •
Business/Pre-Law Major •
3.78 GPA»
Senior •
Hometown: Mansfield, OH •

CAMPUS POLLV€V€S
Is
Your Summer House of Fun!
» Featuring tin following Draft:
Toby (England)

Michelob Dark

Woodpecker Cider

Old Milwaukee

(Engknd]
Guineas (Ireland)

Use

Labetta (Canada)

■saJaaJlMI

THURSDAY NIGHT
Live entertainment from
the
SEX BEATLES
10:30 pm - 1:00 am

* over 60 brands of Imports

$1.00 OFF Any Big Salad {
Chef • Vegetarian • Taco
Campus Pollueyes
Free Delivery
352-9638
expires 5/31/88

Congratulations to the GTE Academic Ail-Americans.®
They are the leaders of the team. But what makes them even more special is their
outstanding academic records. They are the GTE Academic Ail-Americans, selected by
the College Sports Information Directors of America (CoSIDA) for being high achieversin the game as well as the classroom. GTE is proud to be the official sponsor of this
36-year-old program and congratulates these student-athletes on their Academic
Ail-American achievements.

GTEACADEMKALL-AMEPKATkAM
SfLICTKD

BY

CoSIDA

•Acodsmc Al-Ammco » o regsrwed larxe mort weS r* U S ftxer* and Vodemart OH<e

$1.00 OFF Any Big Sub
Campus PoHueues
Free Delivery
352-9638
expires 5/31/88
Lg. Pan Pizza with any 2
items plus one qt. of Coke j
«7 ee

taransais

Campus Polueues
Free Delivery 352-9638
expires 5/31/88

SUNDAY NIGHT
Amateur Night
Stand-up comics, singers, whatever! Prizes for all contestants.
10:30 pm - 1:00 am

CAMPUS
POLLV€V€S
440 E. Court St.
Open 11:00 am - 2:00 am
Sun - Wed
11.00 am - 3:00 am
Thurs - Sat
352-9638

